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About This Content

The full ROCKETSROCKETSROCKETS experience PLUS a bonus super-high-quality soundtrack to groove those awesome
beats. A full 320 kilo-bits EVERY SINGLE SECOND streaming straight into your ears! That's even higher quality than the

music included in the standard game! Your neighbour's jaws will drop when they hear this epic soundtrack composed by Ben
Lam (with the help of Power Up Audio).

Track List:

 Catch Me If You Can

 Electrofiend

 Meteor storm

 Outer Zen

 Solar Blaster

 Warp Damage
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 Acid Nova Dreams

PLUS a set of ambient space sounds, AND an exclusive top-secret bonus track from the game's first prototypes!
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rocketsrocketsrockets soundtrack

Very addictive and fun game. Suprisingly challenging and easy to become engrossed in the game. The graphics are honestly
really good and the voice acting is incredible. Very unique story, definitely worth the money and would recommend the game to
anybody.. You could play this game for the music alone.. First look video (gameplay + commentary): 
https:\/\/youtu.be\/fZa1bq45pug

Game has a fun structure to it. Available traps that cause instant death are sudden and exciting, and you feel like it was your
timing that was at fault rather than some kind of dodgy game mechanic.

At release it's more of a template of what could be and we're looking forward to seeing where it goes!
. \u3053\u306e\u30b2\u30fc\u30e0\u304c\u97d3\u56fd\u8a9e\u304c\u306a\u3044\u306e\u3067\u30d7\u30ec\u30a4\u3059\u3
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\u305b\u3081\u3066\u82f1\u8a9e\u7248\u304c\u51fa\u305f\u3089\u3088\u304b\u3063\u305f\u3068\u601d\u3046

DLC\uac00 \uc77c\ubcf8\uc5b4\ub9cc \uc9c0\uc6d0\ud574\uc11c \uac9c\ud558\ub294\ub370
\uc9c0\uc7a5\uc774\uc788\uc74c!

\uc601\uc5b4\ub85c \ub098\uc654\uc73c\uba74 \uc88b\uaca0\ub2e4.

-DLC\uc548\ub418\ub294\uac74 \uc5b8\uc5b4\uc124\uc815\uc744 \uc77c\ubcf8\uc5b4\ub85c \uc548\ud574\uc11c
\uadf8\ub7f0\uac81\ub2c8\ub2e4 \ud5e4\ud5e4...... \uc77c\ubcf8\uc5b4\uc880 \ubc30\uc6cc\ub458\uac78..-. This was an okay
game for a few hours. The image of your multwinians carrying a huge statue will stay with you for a long time but I got bored
with the whole scene after a few short hours and was glad that I had purchased the game heavily discounted.

A good purchase if you can get it cheap but don't expect the charm to last long.. i don't recomend this unless you want chinesse
intermodle cars. My favourite game ever. Played it 20 years ago and rediscovered recently. Still gives hours of satisfaction..
Scrap Garden - The Day Before]

Awesome and fun game
The robot is super cute > <
Wonderful graphics + High resolution
Easy controls but the camera control is limited
Would be better with a checkpoint system
. With the exception of the chess sets and the music, which are decent, yes, the game is trash. I considered it might have issues
when I bought it, but I was like, well, at least you get all these great games from famous grandmasters. Problem is, the games
aren't accurate and full of illegal moves. Not only that, it does this weird thing where it shows you the last moves of the game,
and you are forced to slowly scroll backwards through every move to get to the beginning. If they can fix all the historical games
that were recorded by a clown on LSD, it might be worth the price of 5 bucks. In it's current condition, it should be priced at 70
cents.
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I have been looking for a new Tennis game for years while playing VT4.
I first played Tennis World Tour this year but got frustrated by the lack of features, updates and online community.
I have been persuaded to buy AO Tennis instead. The timing system is challenging but interesting. After a while it makes fun.
The ability to create custom players with a lot of options is incredible.
Hopefully the online multiplayer mode will become more active with more people who play there doubles as well.. Lots of fun!
I've been playing this with my girlfriend for a couple of days. Recommend. Really fun good old point and click game brought to
this century. Enjoyed the humor and the art style and the puzzles a lot. I think the only negative side is that the game is a bit
short for the 30€ price. Still would recommend for the point&click and Larry fans (especially if you manage to get it a bit
cheaper).. This just doesn't feel like it's worth 11$. The boobs don't look natural, they look saggy and have an awkward shape.
They look like Madonna's cone bra from the 80's. The skins don't look good either, looks like they haven't washed themselves in
weeks. There's no physics involved, their arms go right through their torsos. Their elbow and knee bend in an awkward looking
way. The music is awkward, and so is their dancing.. Play Uplink instead.. Got it when it was first on sale on Itch.IO. I have it
here now, Great game. Great 2d life sim
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